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first, here are the full qa notes for all the
questions. then some questions of this

community. this is the official
announcement of the first full qa release of
kodak preps 5.3. the full changelog: 5.3: -
moved the web page to and let the user

edit directly - new file system: reiserfs2 on
top of reiser4 (default) - new version of

uclibc - biff2 tool to verify the filesystem - a
lot of klibc and uclibc fixes - a lot of fixes

from the community and from the last
release - patched xorg to use the new

video driver - new xorg configuration file
for lcd/tft - new kernel (2.6.18, with patch

to support the lcd/tft) - updated kernel
modules - updated fstab to use the new

"lcd/tft" driver - minor fixes, mostly to boot
- fixed the usb driver so it is usable now -

usb keyboard without trackpoint now works
the unofficial release notes are: quick start

---------------- booting the images: * the
default boot option is the new kernel with

lcd/tft driver (cf. * the second kernel option
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is the older kernel with usb keyboard (cf.
the older kernel is also able to boot without
lcd/tft driver (cf. * the third kernel option is
to use the old kernel with the usb keyboard
(cf. * the fourth kernel option is to use the

new kernel with the usb keyboard (cf.
struggling kodak wants to win back

customers by rolling out a new range of
cameras on october 26. the company has

unveiled its new range of compact cameras
that will be packed with new technology, in
a bid to persuade consumers that "they are

not products that are being sold out of
necessity but are products that are going

to be used in your everyday life."
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